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shorten the life of the *v\oman \\ith mitral di-ca^. ajthTJgh one or tag
pregnancies do not seem to aggregate the condition when signs of
congestion are absent, the heart is not much enlarged, ar;d the rhythm
is normal.
5.-TREATK-IEXT
651.] The simple rules relating to cause and effect apply in the management Pr<*>twtive
and treatment of patients \vith mitral disease. The cause is rheumatism,
and the effect is a damaged myocardium and a vahular defect. The
object of treatment should be  to arrest the development of heart
disease and to prevent the onset of heart failure. The initial rheumatic
infection in the majority of cases is in childhood and adolescence, and
It is at this time that an attempt should be made to control those
factors which influence the Incidence and course of rheumatism and
its cardiac manifestations. The management of carditis In its different
phases is dealt with elsewhere (see p. 250).
With regard to valvular disease and its associated myocardial damage
in the adult as a residual effect of rheumatism, the treatment is thai of
a chronic malady and the complications. In the patient ulttt \al\ular
disease but without symptoms referable to the heart, the lesion Is
inactive and no special treatment is required. Cardiac subjects belong-
ing to this class can lead normal lives but should be warned of tie
consequences of Ill-health, infections, unhealthy habits,	excesses
in work and play. With moderation in their daily activities as the key-
word, no special restrictions need be imposed.
Two conditions favour the development of heart failure: (i) Infection infection
activates a quiescent lesion, and sets up an inflammatory process in the
heart-muscle and valves which gives rise to the characteristic symptoms
of a toxic state, of a failing heart, or in a small proportion of cases of
bacteria! endocarditis. (II) The mechanical effect of the valvular lesion	«?/
is to obstruct the low of Hood through the heart, and the increased
work Is a factor contributing to heart failure. Physical exercise and
manual work also increase the work performed and cause symptoms
of failure in a heart with diminished reserves.
The valvular defect cannot be altered, but the burden Imposed upon
the heart by exercise and work can be lessened by restricting the
activities of the patient. Infection can bfc more or less controlled by
suitable treatment. Breathlessoess on effort is the most important
evidence that can be obtained of the functional efficiency of the heart,
and the ease with which It is produced is an accurate measure of the
degree of heart failure. The amount of exercise required to produce
this symptom Indicates the amount of exercise, games, or work that
should be allowed. The patient's physical activities should be restricted
within the limits of his exercise tolerance. Games and manual work
may be permitted, provided that there is no complaiat of breathlessness.
As the disease progresses breathlessucss is experienced with, exertion*

